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The politics of the 
Middle East 



It’s 
complicated… 







Regional competition & security 

❖ 'Balance' of the Persian Gulf/Middle East 

❖ 1960s-70s: US + Israel + Pahlavi Iran + Saudi Arabia 

❖ 1978 revolution removes Iran from the equation  

❖ Since then the main Persian Gulf pillar is Saudi Arabia  

❖ JCPOA brings Iran back into the equation 



Riyadh vs. Tehran 

❖ Revolutionary republic vs. monarchy 

❖ Tehran is less ideological today, a status quo actor 

❖ Riyadh views rival through sectarian prism, sees it as 

instigator of regional turmoil 

❖ Arab spring expanded theatre of competition 



Syria 

❖ Two main constellations: 

❖ US/Saudi Arabia/Qatar/Turkey/rebel groups 

❖ Syria/Iran/Russia/Hezbollah 

❖ Each group agrees on support/opposition to Assad but neither 

on methods nor post-Assad plan 

❖ Capable of denying each other victory but not to win 

themselves 



Saudi Arabia 

❖ Oil dependant and oil market price ‘regulator’ 

❖ Perceives itself as leader of Arab world and defender of 

conservative polities (Egypt, Bahrain)  

❖ Counterweight to Arab spring except in Syria 



Perpetual hope/fear of reform 

❖ Monarchical system buoyed by rigid religious ideology: 

Wahhabism 

❖ Economic and social reforms requires overcoming 

tradition and entitled groups & institutions 

❖ MBS: competitive economy AND wage war in Yemen 

❖ Will eventually need to take on religious institutions 



Ideology: double edged sword 

❖ Wahhabism shared with jihadi salafists 

❖ Exported to Sunnis everywhere (Afghanistan - Kosovo)  

❖ Blowback: Jihadists exported to Afghanistan (80-90s) –

and then they came back and struck at home  



Encirclement 

❖ Riyadh believes that Iran, now also encouraged by the 

JCPOA, is aggressively expanding its influence in the 

region 

❖ Fall of Saddam Hussein 

❖ Hezbollah in Lebanon 

❖ Yemen and Syria 



Iran 

❖ Theocracy and republic. 

❖ Oligarchy — not a one man dictatorship. 

❖ Supreme Leader is the final decision maker not the only 

decision maker. 

❖ Circles of power and social connections - ideological difference 

not always decisive or relevant. 

❖ Some have benefitted from sanctions. 
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2013- President Rouhani 

❖ Pragmatist insider, well connected to Supreme Leader 

and IRGC. 

❖ Re-professionalisation of state bureaucracy. 

❖ Elections promises 

❖ Recreate more liberal societal atmosphere. 

❖ Restart economy - requires removal of sanctions. 



Domestic politics 

❖ Identity: nationalism as successful state project 

❖ Factions: 

❖ Hardcore conservatives 

❖ Moderate conservatives (parl. Speaker Ali Larijani) 

❖ Centrists (president Rouhani, fmr. pres. Rafsanjani) 

❖ Reformists (fmr. president Khatami) 



Iranian foreign policy 

❖ Many layered and contradictory political scene. 

❖ Who speaks for Iran? Many voices (politicians, military, 

Friday prayer leaders etc.), mostly using this scene for 

domestic political jockeying.  

❖ Revolutionary ethos, but even more revolutionary fiery 

and confrontational rhetoric rather than action 



Parliamentary elections 2016 

❖ Many reformists (more progressive on cultural and political issues) were 

disqualified. 

❖ Electorate voted out hard line conservatives as much as they voted in other 

candidates. 

❖ Of 80 MPs against JCPOA only 12 were re-elected 

❖ Important victory for president - increases changes of getting legislation 

through parliament. 



Iran and the United States 

❖ From a dysfunctional non-relationship to a functional non-

relationship. 

❖ Long term might lead to a functional relationship. 

❖ Comfort of  institutionalised ideological truths 

❖ Hardliners in Tehran and DC continue to resist the JCPOA 

❖ Support for the JCPOA is stronger in Tehran than DC 



❖ Republican Party: contrarians and ideologues, no 

realists left 

❖ Democratic Party: divided, based on liaison with Israel 

❖ US Congress trying to sabotage deal - greater risk that 

DC abrogates deal than Tehran 

❖ Election cycles: Presidential elections 2016 (US) & 2017 

(Iran) 


